INTRODUCTION {#s1}
============

Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) is a complicated and multifactorial disorder characterized by relapsing and remitting inflammation that can involve the entire gastrointestinal tract in the Crohn\'s disease (CD) form and that localizes exclusively in the colon in the ulcerative colitis (UC) form ([@R1],[@R2]). IBD results from a complex interplay between genetic variation, intestinal microbiota, the host immune system, and environmental factors such as diet, drugs, breastfeeding, and smoking, although the exact cause of the disease remains unknown ([@R3]). Genetic studies, including candidate gene approaches, linkage mapping studies, and genome-wide association studies, have significantly advanced our understanding of the importance of genetic susceptibility in IBD ([@R4]). Studies have shown that most risk genes leading to the onset of IBD are involved in the pathways of innate immunity rather than adaptative immunity ([@R5]). Genome-wide association studies have identified more than 240 IBD susceptibility gene loci. However, these known genetic variants only contribute to approximately 26% of CD and 19% of UC heritability, indicating a role for nongenetic factors in the disease etiology (a combination of genetic predisposition and environmental factors) ([@R5]--[@R7]). In particular, environmental factors must exert a decisive influence on the establishment and/or flare-ups of the disease. Epigenetic studies show how the gene expression can be regulated through mechanisms usually conditioned by the environment. Epigenetic modifications include DNA methylation, histone modifications, and small and long noncoding RNAs. DNA methylation is the most well-studied epigenetic modification that occurs through the covalent addition of a methyl group to the 5′ carbon of the cytosine ring in the context of CpG dinucleotides, resulting in 5-methylcytosine. DNA methylation is a key regulatory mechanism of gene transcription (in such a manner that when a gene is methylated, its expression is diminished) ([@R8]--[@R10]). These processes have been functionally implicated in the regulation of gene expression in patients with IBD, providing new insights into the pathogenesis of the disease ([@R11]). However, the contribution of the scientific community is especially limited in patients with CD. One study ([@R12]) had been performed on mucosa (normal and inflamed) of patients with CD and UC and another on the peripheral blood of patients with CD. Both studies identified some genes regulated by methylation ([@R13]). These findings await validation and/or further research, given that they have not yet been replicated by independent groups. One study had shown a strong correlation between methylation levels of selected genes in colon biopsies and in the peripheral blood in IBD, which supports the idea that peripheral blood reflects the methylation status and can be used for samples from patients with IBD ([@R14]).

Our group has characterized various proteins and metabolic pathways involved in the pathogenesis of CD. Initially, we found that antioxidant enzymes such as catalase (CAT) and its regulators (PKCζ, PPA2) were altered in debut patients with CD, which are known to present reversible oxidative damage ([@R15]). This fact also had an impact on regulating other metabolic pathways, such as apoptosis (FasL, FasR) and PPARγ ([@R16]--[@R18]). Other studies by our group have contributed to the characterization of probable biomarkers, such as α-defensins 5 (DEFA5) in ileal disease ([@R19]) or cytokine prediction for anti--tumor necrosis factor (TNF) treatment (TNF, TNFRSF1A, TNFRSF1B) ([@R20]). To better characterize these findings, we have analyzed the expression of their genes or pathway-related genes (*ABCB1*), observing that some gene expression correlates with the activity of the disease, but others are permanently over-/ underexpressed ([@R21]). This genetic expression could be regulated by epigenetic mechanisms that would indicate that the environment is playing a specific target role in the pathogenesis.

Thus, the aim of this study was to assess and validate DNA methylation changes on the referred genes by analyzing locus-specific DNA methylation patterns in the peripheral blood obtained from patients with onset CD and from patients with CD in morphologic remission. The identification of DNA methylation signatures could provide novel insights into the pathophysiology events regulating CD-implicated genes. Furthermore, these signatures could help identify new biomarkers, therefore improving the diagnostic tools for CD management possibilities.

MATERIAL AND METHODS {#s2}
====================

Participants: Patients and control subjects {#s2-1}
-------------------------------------------

This study comprised 2 cohorts of patients and healthy control subjects: a retrospective first cohort with 31 participants (active \[onset\] CD \[aCD\], n = 11; inactive CD \[iCD\], n = 12; and healthy control subjects, n = 8) and a prospective cross-sectional validation cohort including 72 participants (aCD \[onset\], n = 24; iCD, n = 24; and healthy control subjects, n = 24). In the first cohort, 11 consecutive patients with CD at the onset of disease (diagnosed according to the endoscopic, radiologic, histologic, and clinical criteria by the European Crohn\'s and Colitis Organisation) ([@R2]) and yet to begin any specific medication were included. Patients with unclear diagnoses and those with additional diseases were excluded. Patients were classified according to Montreal Criteria ([@R22]). Harvey-Bradshaw Index values were also collected ([@R23]). Data on age, sex, smoking habits, clinical signs and symptoms, biochemical analyses, disease indexes, and localization were collected. Additionally, 12 patients with CD under specific treatment were included in the study as the inactive group when they achieved clinical, analytic, and morphologic remission. Clinical remission was established ([@R2]) with a cutoff of Harvey-Bradshaw Index ≤ 4; analytic remission was defined as when the inflammation parameters fell to within normal values (C-reactive protein, fibrinogen and erythrocyte sedimentation rate, calprotectin); and morphologic remission was defined as when there was mucosal healing, as evaluated by ileocolonoscopy or MRI.

The control group consisted of 8 healthy volunteers who were not taking any medication and had completely normal blood test results.

Independent validation of the methylation results was performed on a further cohort of 72 new patients (validation cohort) to assess the reproducibility of the associations found in the first cohort. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria mentioned earlier were applied. For the validation experiments, 24 new patients were included in each experimental group (onset CD, iCD, and healthy control subjects).

The information regarding the demographic and clinical characteristics of all participants in the study is shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Characteristics of the participants

![](ct9-10-e00083-g001)

The study was conducted in a tertiary university teaching hospital. All participants gave their written informed consent. The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the University Hospital La Fe (no. PI14/01702) and complied with the Declaration of Helsinki.

Genes and CpGs selection {#s2-2}
------------------------

We developed the methylation analysis for selected genes based on the importance of their established role in the pathogenesis of CD, as previously reported by our group and others ([@R15]--[@R21],[@R23]). The list of the susceptibility genes, their main function, and their reported status in CD is briefly summarized in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}. As shown, the selected genes are mainly involved in the following: the cellular antioxidative defense mechanism (*CAT*) and its modulators (*PKCζ* and *PPA2*); a transporter involved in the metabolism of corticosteroids (*ABCB1*); regulating the sensing for bacterial muramyl dipeptide (*NOD2*); or producing enteric antimicrobial peptides (*α-defensin* gene). We also selected genes involved in the PPARγ regulation of local intestinal inflammation (*PPARγ* gene) or the disruption of the integrity of intestinal inflammation (*FasL, FasR, TNF, TNFRSF1A, TNFRSF1B*), which also happen to regulate the proinflammatory function of T cells by controlling their proliferative, differentiation, and apoptotic capacities.

###### 

Description of the selected genes for the methylation studies
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Blood sampling and DNA purification {#s2-3}
-----------------------------------

Fasting blood samples were collected in K2-ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid vacutainer tubes. Within 1 hour after extraction, the blood was layered onto Histopaque 1077 solution (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) and centrifuged at 213*g* for 30 minutes (without breaks), all at room temperature. The upper-layer phases, containing the white cell--rich plasma, were collected and subsequently separated by centrifugation at 2,375 *g* for 10 minutes. The plasma supernatants were aliquoted and stored frozen. The pelleted mononuclear blood cells were then submitted to steps of erythrocyte lysis, washed to remove erythrocyte contamination, and stored at −80 °C until further analysis.

Genomic DNA was isolated from stored leukocytes and purified using the PureLink Genomic DNA Mini kit (Cat no. K1820-01) from Invitrogen (Thermo Fisher Scientific, CA) following the manufacturer\'s instructions. The quantity and quality of the isolated DNA were determined with a spectrophotometer (NanoDrop 2000 Spectrophotometer Thermo Scientific). In all samples, DNA concentrations were between 50 and 100 ng/μL, with an optical density 260/280 ratio between 1.8 and 2.0, and an optical density 260/230 ratio above 1.5.

To prevent clustering of samples and batch differences (technical effects) ([@R24]), all samples were processed using the same method (protocols and commercial kits), and for each of the 2 cohorts (first and validation), DNA extractions were performed the same day. All purified DNA samples were randomly distributed into 96-well plates for the bisulphite conversion.

DNA methylation analysis {#s2-4}
------------------------

The DNA methylation analyses were performed using the MassARRAY EpiTYPER (Agena, San Diego, CA) platform (Faculty of Medicine, Valencia, Spain) with matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry and RNA base-specific cleavage (3′ to either rUTP or rCTP by RNase A, MassCLEAVE). Polymerase chain reaction primers were designed using Agena\'s EpiDesigner software ([www.epidesigner.com](http://www.epidesigner.com); San Diego, CA). Sequences are shown in Table 1 (Supplementary Digital Content 1, <http://links.lww.com/CTG/A104>).

Sodium bisulphite conversion was performed using an EZ-96 DNA Lightning methylation kit according to the manufacturer\'s protocol (Zymo Research, Freiburg, Germany) on 1 μg of genomic DNA. PCRs were performed in a 5 μL format with 10 ng/mL bisulphite-treated DNA, 0.2 units of TaqDNA polymerase (Agena), 1× supplied Taq buffer, and 200 mM PCR primers. Amplification for the PCR was as follows: preactivation at 95 °C for 15 minutes, 45 cycles of 95 °C denaturation for 20 seconds, 56 °C annealing for 30 seconds, and 72 °C extension for 30 seconds, finishing with a 72 °C incubation for 4 minutes. Dephosphorylation of unincorporated dNTPs was performed by adding 1.7µL of H2O and 0.3µL of shrimp alkaline phosphatase (Agena), incubating at 37 °C for 40 minutes, and then for 10 minutes at 85 °C to deactivate the enzyme. For each reverse primer, an additional T7 promoter tag for *in vivo* transcription was added, and the transcription/cleavage reaction contained 27 units of T7 R&DNA polymerase (Agena), 0.64× of T7 R&DNA polymerase buffer, 0.22 μL of T Cleavage Mix, 3.14 mM of dithiothreitol, 3.21 μL of H~2~O, and 0.09 mg/mL of RNaseA (Agena). The MassCLEAVE biochemistry was performed as follows: *in vivo* transcription and RNA cleavage was achieved by adding 2 μL of PCR product to 5 μL of transcription/cleavage reaction and incubating at 37 °C for 3 hours. The reactions were additionally diluted with 20 mL of H~2~O and conditioned with 6 mg of CLEAN Resin (Agena) for optimal mass-spectra analysis.

The resulting spectra were analyzed using proprietary peak picking and signal-to-noise calculations, after which the spectra\'s methylation ratios were generated using EpiTYPER software v1.2 (Agena). We observed that not all exploratory CpG methylation levels exceeded the technical uncertainty threshold established (0.1) ([@R25]), and the data with an estimated error larger than this value (meaning imprecise data) were excluded for the subsequent analyses.

Statistical analysis {#s2-5}
--------------------

The mean value of the 2 replicate amplicons was analyzed using R software (version 3.5.1) (<http://www.R-project.org/>) to identify differentially methylated CpG sites across the samples to establish an association between DNA methylation level and the disease status.

We first performed an exploratory analysis using unsupervised techniques, such as clustering methods to divide the methylation results into groups with a high degree of similarities. These techniques do not require sample annotation and allow data exploration and visualization, suggesting directions for further study. We used hierarchical clustering with dendrograms (tree structures in which CpGs are located as leaves) and heatmaps (graphic representations of the data in which values are color coded) to visualize and interpret the results.

To assess the CpG sites able to discriminate among the 3 studied groups, we used an elastic net-penalized multinomial regression model. This regularization method, which is a combination of the ridge regression and LASSO ([@R26]), is suited for analyzing data with many variables and few observations, selecting those variables with higher influence on the disease and removing the others from the model.

The shape parameter of the elastic net was set at 0.5, and the penalization factor was selected using 500 repetitions of 10-fold cross-validation. Additionally, a penalized logistic regression model was fitted to assess the CpG sites discriminating between onset and iCD. To reinforce the results from the elastic net, a random forest analysis was performed to assess the importance of the variables in discriminating between onset and iCD. Beta regression was used when analyzing the validation data.

RESULTS {#s3}
=======

Demographic data and DNA methylation prefiltering {#s3-1}
-------------------------------------------------

In the first cohort (clinical and demographic data on the participants are shown in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}), we analyzed a total of 419 CpGs in 20 different regions distributed throughout the selected genes previously presented in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} (see Table 1, Supplementary Digital Content 1, <http://links.lww.com/CTG/A104>). Not all exploratory CpG methylation levels exceeded the technical uncertainty threshold established (0.1); thus, these CpGs were excluded, and the remaining 240 CpGs were used in the subsequent exploratory and supervised analyses.

DNA methylation analysis and first cohort results {#s3-2}
-------------------------------------------------

First, an unsupervised analysis of the results was performed using hierarchical clustering, which showed a similar methylation pattern in all analyzed samples, with no apparent homogenous subgroups among the observations (see Figure 1, Supplementary Digital Content 2, <http://links.lww.com/CTG/A105>). Next, a supervised analysis was performed, using a multinomial regression analysis penalized with the elastic net algorithm. This regularization method performs variable selection, providing a list of CpGs that are predictive of disease presence (and activity) based on their contribution to the model and consequently built on their methylation changes. Among all those CpGs, 16 appeared to discriminate between the groups (onset CD, iCD, and control subjects) based on their methylation levels. CpGs and their genes are shown in the heatmap in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}: *TNFRS1B*\_ CpG_6 and 10.11.12; *FAS*\_CpG_19.21; *PPA2*\_CpG_12.13.14.15.16; *DEFA5*\_CpG\_ 11 and 13; *CAT*\_CpG_6.11.12.13.14.17.18 and 31.32.33; *ABCB1*\_CpG_21; and *TNF*\_CpG_4.12. In this heatmap, samples were grouped using a hierarchical clustering algorithm according to their methylation status to visualize the differences between groups.

![Heatmap including the CpGs for discriminating control, active CD and inactive CD groups, showing statistically significant differences in the elastic net analysis. Rows (CpGs) and columns (patients) are ordered according to the results of hierarchical clustering. Color scale ranges from red for hypomethylation to green for hypermethylation. aCD, active (onset) CD; CD, Crohn\'s disease; CTR, healthy control subjects; iCD, inactive CD.](ct9-10-e00083-g003){#F1}

DNA methylation results in disease activity {#s3-3}
-------------------------------------------

Furthermore, we analyzed the methylation results to identify CpGs that showed differential methylation profiles between patients with aCD (onset) and iCD, which thus could help identify the disease status. In this case, the control group was not considered for the analysis. We first used an elastic net logistic regression analysis, but the estimation of the penalization parameter was highly unstable; therefore, as an alternative, we used a random forest analysis. Random forest is able to recognize unknown interactions among the variables, detecting potentially nonlinear relationships between our prediction variables (methylation profile) and the response (disease status). The random forest algorithm selected 7 CpGs able to discriminate between patients with aCD and iCD, with a good prediction rate of 74% for a cutoff of 0.2 (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}): *CAT*\_CpG_6.8.9 and 31.32; *FAS*\_CpG_7.8.9; *TNF*\_CpG_10; *ABCB1*\_CpG_6.7.8; and *TNFRS1B*\_CpG_10.11.12. However, these results were not validated in the new prospective cohort of patients, and we did not find differences in those selected CpGs between the 2 experimental groups (see Figure 2, Supplementary Digital Content 3, <http://links.lww.com/CTG/A106>). These results could be affected by the fact that the statistical analysis showed a bimodal distribution in the elastic net test in the inactive patient group (data not shown). That outcome could be related to an unexpected subclassification of patients: those with deep, iCD and those who are not in such a deep remission, even though all had a morphologic test showing inactivity.

![Heatmap including the CpGs for discriminating active CD and inactive CD groups, showing statistically significant differences in the random forest algorithm. Rows (CpGs) and columns (patients) are ordered according to the results of hierarchical clustering. Color scale ranges from red for hypomethylation to green for hypermethylation. aCD, active (onset) CD; CD, Crohn\'s disease; iCD, inactive CD.](ct9-10-e00083-g004){#F2}

DNA methylation validation in a second cohort {#s3-4}
---------------------------------------------

From the results in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, we selected those with the greater differences between groups (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) to validate and confirm their importance in CD. Given the heatmaps represent Z-scores instead of methylation percentages, this selection is depicted as box plots to better visualize the differences between the methylation values of each CpG: *DEFA5*\_CpG_11 and CpG_13; *CAT*\_CpG_31.32; *TNF*\_CpG_4 and CpG_12; and *ABCB1*\_CpG_6.7.8. A new cohort of patients and healthy control subjects was prospectively recruited (Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). To maintain consistency, these participants had demographic and clinical characteristics similar to the first cohort. In this new prospective group, various beta regression models were adjusted to assess differences in the methylation status between groups (shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For *DEFA5* (CpG11, and CpG13) and *TNF* (CpG4 and CpG12), the results strongly confirmed our previous outcomes, given differences were found in the methylation levels of the different groups (*P* \< 0.001) (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). In particular, *DEFA5* showed a higher methylation profile at the onset of disease and in inactivity. Contrarily, *TNF* showed a lower methylation profile in patients with both aCD and iCD. Nevertheless, the results for the CpGs in the genes of *ABCB1* (CpG_6.7.8) and *CAT* (CpG_31.32) were not validated because the percentage of methylation did not differ between the groups (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Box plots displaying the distribution of β-values of the selected CpG for validation. aCD, active (onset) CD; CD, Crohn\'s disease; CTR, healthy control subjects; DEFA, defensin 5, iCD, inactive CD; TNF, tumour necrosis factor.](ct9-10-e00083-g005){#F3}

![Box plots depicting the validation results for the selected CpG. aCD, active (onset) CD; CD, Crohn\'s disease; CTR, healthy control subjects; iCD, inactive CD; TNF, tumour necrosis factor.](ct9-10-e00083-g006){#F4}

###### 

Differences in the validation cohort
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Analysis for DNA methylation regions {#s3-5}
------------------------------------

The CpG methylation profiles of the selected genes for validation were further analyzed to identify specific patterns in the analyzed genetic sequences (see Figure 3, Supplementary Digital Content 4, <http://links.lww.com/CTG/A107>). There was no pattern of methylation level distribution throughout the sequences between the experimental groups.

DISCUSSION {#s4}
==========

We report a state-of-the-art and specific methylation panel of CpGs from a set of selected genes related to CD pathogenesis: 2 CpGs in the *TNF* gene (CpG4 and CpG12) and 2 CpGs in the *DEFA5* gene (CpG11, and CpG13) can differentiate between patients with CD and healthy control subjects, providing a predictive model that could be used as a clinical tool to discriminate between healthy control subjects and patients with CD. This predictive model was validated in a prospective cohort, which gives strength to the findings and supports their clinical use for identifying these patients. Therefore, by using a novel statistical analysis with a strict selection of patients with CD, we have found a methylation signature that could be translated into clinical practice to help in CD diagnosis.

Although CD is known to be an inflammatory disease with a chronic evolution, its etiology and the reasons for its chronicity and flare-ups are not yet understood. Within the genetic approaches, epigenetic studies have been focused mainly on epigenome-wide association study DNA methylation profiling ([@R8]--[@R12],[@R27]). Although epigenome-wide association studies in CD are scarce, the epigenetic changes identified by this massive analysis are frequently difficult to interpret, given changes are detected at some CpGs in novel sequences/genes with an unknown implication in the pathology. Furthermore, massive data analyses with numerous CpGs to analyze entail the possibility that real effects get lost in such a complex statistical analysis. For these reasons, the study of DNA methylation in CD-related genes that have previously been implicated in the disease appears more rational. We have found a characteristic signature for CD which could indicate a therapeutic target, given that methylation can be reversed.

The implication of TNF in CD is widely reported, given it was the first cytokine identified as a target element for developing biologic treatments in IBD ([@R15],[@R28],[@R29]). However, there is still an important lack of knowledge about TNF, including the genetic mechanisms that cause its altered expression in CD. Likewise, its receptors, TNFRSF1A and B, and other related members from this family, such as the death receptors, FasR and FasL, are all under analysis to identify the biologic origin of their impaired expression in CD. Our study initially showed that differential methylation profiles were present in genes related to the *TNF* family. However, only *TNF* gene methylation was confirmed by the validation analysis, showing a permanent low methylation profile for the *TNF* gene, both at the onset of disease and in inactivity. Thus, *TNF* genes maintain hypomethylation independent of the inflammatory activity of the disease, even when patients are receiving anti-TNF treatment (data not shown). Although some studies have indicated that medication can affect DNA methylation ([@R29]), our results are in agreement with previously published results suggesting no effect of specific medication, such as anti-TNFα, on the methylome ([@R30]). Our results explain the continuous higher production occurring in patients with CD and suggest that reversion of hypomethylation could be a new pharmacologic approach to modifying TNF production. However, functional experimental analyses are lacking to support this hypothesis.

Regarding the *TNF* family gene methylation status, few but consistent results have been published which align with our data. Studies performed on intestinal biopsies showed that genes coding for other members of the TNF family (*TNFSF4* and *TNFSF12*) are differentially methylated in CD ([@R27],[@R31]). Nimmo et al. ([@R13]) found, in a childhood cohort, differentially methylated loci for FasL, suggesting the importance of the TNF pathway in the disease. In a cohort of female patients with CD, some differentially methylated loci for *TNF* and *TNFSF4* were found, though the sample size and technical limitations restricted the study\'s conclusions ([@R30]). To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study that not only characterizes but validates the methylation status of *TNF* genes in CD. Furthermore, our results help explain the chronic nature of CD, given the loss of methylation remains even when patients achieve remission, which confirms it is a pathogenic signature of CD and that patients in remission are not truly healed.

Defensins function as endogenous antibiotics released into the crypt lumen to defend against microbial colonization. Defects in the antimicrobial barrier and a loss of intestinal homeostasis are both processes commonly observed in CD ([@R32]--[@R34]). The messenger RNA and protein expression of *DEFA5* are impaired in inflamed intestinal biopsies of patients with CD, which affects the innate immunity pathways ([@R33]--[@R36]). Our previous study also demonstrated that DEFA5a alterations were characteristic of CD and were not occurring in other inflammatory conditions ([@R19]). Whether the methylation status of the *DEFA5* gene is regulating its expression is not completely understood. A recent study ([@R37]) has reported the importance of DNA methylation patterns for UC pathogenesis, including the altered methylation status of *DEFA6* in mucosal biopsies. As we confirm here, the *DEFA5* gene presents a persistent altered hypermethylation in CD, which remains independent of disease status, as occurs with TNF. Therefore, lower DEFA5 protein production could explain the consequent loss of intestinal homeostasis reported in CD.

*CAT* and *ABCB1* were other genes included in the validation cohort, but their methylation status could not be validated; thus, CAT and ABCB1 expression could be independent of the methylation mechanism. In the experimental analysis, the *CAT* and *ABCB1* genes showed higher methylation in patients with aCD and returned to healthy control levels in iCD. This change could lead to low expression of CAT and ABCB1 proteins, which would be consistent with our previous observations ([@R15],[@R21],[@R38]). For the validation of the results, CpGs along the promoter section of *CAT* and *ABCB1* were selected. It is possible that other CpGs not included in the analysis could play a role in the expression of CAT and ABCB1. Further studies are needed to clarify this point.

A good correlation between the methylation levels in peripheral blood and intestinal mucosa in IBD has been previously reported ([@R14]). Thus, experiments have been performed using peripheral blood, given this type of sample is easy to obtain, is minimally invasive, and will favor the future clinical translation of our results ([@R39]). We have included in the study newly diagnosed active patients who were treatment-naive at the time of sampling to avoid pharmacologic bias of the methylation results. However, the results appear to indicate that the drugs typically prescribed for CD did not interfere with the methylation status. Other variables (such as smoking habit, disease location, and phenotype) did not show differences between our groups of patients, though they could have had some effect on the methylation results, as well as other unknown variables.

To evaluate changes in the methylation profiles in patients with iCD, morphologic remission was confirmed. The methylation differences between patients with aCD and iCD were not validated in our study, although the first cohort had given positive results. The statistical analysis showed that the inactive patient group presented a bimodal distribution in the elastic net test. This bimodal distribution could be related to an unexpected subclassification of patients in the inactivity phase: those who had real iCD and others who did not, or not as deep a remission as the others (i.e., histologic remission) ([@R40]), even though all patients had a morphologic test that confirmed the inactive status of the disease. This result led us to use the random forest as a sensitivity analysis. Further studies are needed to clarify whether the depth of remission should be considered and whether a signature to distinguish active and inactive disease should be further explored.

Further experiments are needed to clarify whether methylation affects all immunologic subsets equally. Similarly, most of our patients had ileal involvement. Given that DEF-5 is principally implicated in ileal disease, the validation of this signature should be confirmed in patients with colonic CD only. Our results provide a basis for future experiments to manipulate the methylation status in search of therapeutic targets. Moreover, the fact that we have analyzed specific genes implicated in CD pathogenesis gives strength to our findings.

In conclusion, we have shown that methylation status can differentiate patients with CD from healthy individuals and thus could be used as a biomarker for diagnosis. Our experiments also indicate that its correlation with disease activity deserves further study, especially when defining the inactive cohorts, given different degrees of inactivity could reflect different methylation statuses. The higher methylation of *DEFA5* and the lower methylation of *TNF* genes in CD provide a signature biomarker that characterizes patients with CD and supports the implication of the environment and the innate immunity in the pathogenesis of CD.
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